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TOURISM, VISITATION LEVELS 

17. Mr P.B. WATSON to the Minister for Tourism:   
Will the minister provide an update on current visitation levels to Western Australia?   

Mr M. McGOWAN replied: 
I thank the member for Albany for such an excellent question.  I congratulate him on his re-election as the 
member of that very fine city, a city that does so much for tourism in the state of Western Australia and that so 
many people love to visit.   
I will advise the house of some very good news for the state’s tourism industry.  The latest statistics for the 2004 
calendar year have been released by Tourism Research Australia.  Those statistics indicate that in all sectors of 
tourism, visitor numbers are up in Western Australia.  Compared with the previous 12 months, there was an 
increase of 2.9 per cent in the number of tourists who visited Western Australia from overseas.  Last year 
587 000 tourists visited Western Australia.  That means that Western Australia in total has a greater level of 
international tourist spending than South Australia, the Northern Territory, the Australian Capital Territory and 
Tasmania combined.  The figures also show that when we compare last year with the year before, there has been 
a 13 per cent increase in international spending in Western Australia.  That is an increase of 2.9 per cent in the 
number of tourists and of 13 per cent in spending by those people who come to Western Australia.  There has 
especially been an increase in the number of visitors from New Zealand, which is up by 46.5 per cent, and also 
in the number of visitors from Japan, which has increased by 18.8 per cent.  The number of interstate visitors is 
up 1.1 per cent on the previous 12 months.  That is higher than the 0.9 per cent growth rate for the year before.   

Mr P.D. Omodei interjected.   

The SPEAKER:  Order, member! 

Mr M. McGOWAN:  Until members opposite realise that good news for Western Australia is good news for all 
the citizens we represent, they will remain in opposition.   

The latest figures for the year ending December 2004 show that interstate visitor numbers are up 1.1 per cent 
over the previous 12 months and that visitor spending is also up 3.4 per cent.  This is a very solid performance 
considering some of the low-cost airlines that operate in the eastern states.  The number of intrastate visitors is 
up 1.1 per cent, which means there is also a 3.3 per cent increase in intrastate spending in Western Australia.  
This is unambiguous good news for Western Australia, especially for our regions.  It means that there will be 
new jobs and opportunities for our citizens and that Western Australians can look forward to a much brighter 
tourism future.  I particularly acknowledge my predecessor, the member for Yokine, who was the Minister for 
Tourism when this took place.  More importantly, I acknowledge all businesses, big and small, the councils, the 
airlines and all other people involved who have contributed to this good result. 

The SPEAKER:  Question time is now finished. 

Point of Order 
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I seek clarification on that matter. 

The SPEAKER:  I will make a statement and then take the member’s call. 
 


